BREVETS EUROPÉENS DONT LA TRADUCTION N'A PAS ÉTÉ REMISE À L'INPI

(European applications for which the translation has not been lodged to the INPI)

Legal basis

Arts. 65, 102 European Patent Convention  
Art 1 French Patent Law 77-683  
Arts.10 French Decree 78-1011

data in PRS for

All entries in the B.O.P.I. since number 35/69 (29.08.69)  
First document affected EP 0002776; first entry in PRS on 28 February 1986

Field meaning

Yymmdd  
Date of issue of the “Bulletin Officiel de la Propriété Industrielle” in which the notice is published.

code meaning

Within 3 months after the amendment of a patent has been published in the European Patent Bulletin due to an opposition procedure, a translation of the amended application in French has to be made available to the INPI.

In case of failure to observe this provision, the European patent shall be deemed to be void ab initio in France. A restoration of the patent is possible (see code EP P ETR).

This code refers to the case where the translation (after the patent has been amended due to an opposition procedure) has not been submitted within the legal term specified.

See related codes

Your question
EP P 155011
Information about legal status
CC TP DOC.NO. PRSDAT
EP P 155011 840316 AA US 840316 A 84 590393 PRIORITÄT (PATENTANMELDUNG)
850318 AE EP 850318 A 85 85103129 EUROPAEISCHE ANMELDUNG
850918 AK + BENANNTEN VERTRAGSTAATEN BE CH DE FR GB IT LI NL SE
870408 AK + IN EINER RECHERCHENBERICHT BENANNTEN VERTRAGSTAATEN BE CH DE FR GB IT LI NL SE A3
900718 AK + IN EINER PATENTSCHRIFT ANGEFÜHRTEN BENANNTEN VERTRAGSTAATEN BE CH DE FR GB IT LI NL SE B1
900823 REF ENTSPRECHT DE 900823 P 3578673
900921 ET + FR: TRADUCTION A ETE REMISE
910619 26 - EINSCHREIBUNG EINGESETZ THYSSEN K SicHLSTAHLERKE AG